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Abstract: Root length and leaf area measurements in plants are quite cumbersome and highly error prone
experimental assignments when done manually with conventional methods (such as line intersect method, inch
counter method etc. for root length and geometric methods for leaf area measurement). This becomes
compounded manifold when dealing with a large batch of samples. An inexpensive and accurate root length
and  leaf  area  measurement protocol was developed in this work using digital image processing procedures.
The scripts were developed in MATLAB and supports user specific extensions or modifications afterwards.
Three length estimators were evaluated and the best performer was selected for our use in the nursery
experiment with Azadirachta indica A. Juss seedlings. Accuracy within 5% was achieved and hence served
the purpose of present experiment. Image processing protocol established here was extremely fast and output
was achieved in less than 8 seconds. This made the set of scripts very useful while handling a large batch of
images. Further, the leaf area estimation also yielded accuracy of 2-8% of the actual area. Sources of errors and
their mitigation were discussed. This technique involved commercial digital camera and flatbed scanner and
hence should be more accessible compared to other complex devices. The  technique  was  finally  applied  to
A. indica seedlings and variation of parameters with age is reported.
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INTRODUCTION a multiple of the surface area concerned. This simple

Estimation of root system parameters is essential for estimation with the modification of grid structure of lines
the evaluation of root functions and influences on the [3]. The manual methods involve a reasonable human
nutrient and water uptake by the plants. Volume of the intervention and hence, prove to be substantially error
root system which can be estimated from total root length prone [5] and highly time consuming, making it difficult to
[1] is apparently indicative of the characteristics of the compare root lengths of the same species when
plant root function. determined in separate laboratories or when different

Manual methods  for  the  estimation  of  root  length measurement setups are used. Also, at times, while
in  plants   those   have   been    demonstrated   till  date working with very fine root systems, it is virtually
are the direct method, the inch counter method and the impossible to measure the actual length of the root
line intersect method [2-4]. Most of the root length fragments manually.
estimation procedures are based on the line intersect Several methods have also been proposed those deal
principle [2]. According  to  this  method,  the  length of in the automation of the line intersect principle, such as,
the  root  sample  is  proportional to the ratio of the the mechanical device based on a  photo-diode equipped
number of intersection it makes with a set of randomly opto-electronic  scanner  [6], computerized image analysis
oriented lines on a surface of known area to the total for a video camera system [7-9],  light  sensor  equipped
length of  the  lines.  The  constant  of  proportionality is X-Y plotter   and   slide   projector   [10]   and   desktop  or

relation has been adapted widely for root length
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handheld scanner system with a microcomputer [11, 12]. Here a comparative evaluation of several  length
These methods have expedited the root length estimation estimators has been carried out to choose the most
as compared to the manual measurements but rely upon efficient digital image analysis algorithm for the root
the random placement of root samples ensuring least length of Azadirachta indica seedlings from a nursery
overlap, hence, involve a time-consuming sample experiment. Critical points of such an algorithm, like the
preparation protocol. issues involved in skeletonization of binary images and

These methods are now being either replaced or overlaps have been addressed. Finally, a technique has
realized in a modified way with the digital image analysis been demonstrated involving digital images [19] acquired
techniques, owing to  the  rapid  development in with a commercial digital still camera and image analysis
computer and digital imaging hardware and software. routines for the accurate estimation of root length in
These essentially involve manoeuvring the intensities plants.
recoded in the pixel  elements  of  a  digital  image  and Second part of the study comprises of the estimation
have proved to be reasonably accurate and  faster. of total leaf area of plant samples. Leaf area being an
Several  image  analysis  algorithms  have  been important   agronomical   parameter   is    directly   related
developed,  each having its own advantages and inherent to  plant   growth,      photosynthetic      capacity   and
weaknesses. bio-productivity [20,-22]. It is often used to assess the

Standard flatbed scanners are frequently used to effect of different  treatments  on  plant  samples.
acquire root images in the automated methods. To ensure Recently, hand held scanners and laser aided optical
good resolution of images, the file size is often too big instruments  are   used  for  leaf  area  measurements.
and thereby affecting the computational speed These instruments are generally expensive and rather
considerably. High resolution images are pre-requisite to complex in operation. A digital image based estimation of
avoid underestimation of  length.  On  the  other  hand, leaf area saves time compared to geometric measurements
the commercial CCD cameras of these days provide and increases accuracy at a  nominal  cost  [20, 23, 24].
images at pretty high resolution as 10-12 megapixel Here we demonstrate a technique involving scanned
cameras are quite commonplace and are reasonably cheap. images [25] of all the leaves taken together and further
Though it has been considered [13] that the colour or subjected to image analysis routines. Both root length
gray-scale images provide more information as compared and leaf area are measured from their respective images
to black–and–white images (binary), but may again slow within 10 seconds on a laptop running with Intel Core™
down the processing remarkably due to their bigger image i5 processor 2.40 GHz with 4GB RAM and operating
file size (like 256 levels or 8 bit). With the rapid system Windows 7 Home Basic 64 bit.
development of processing speed of  computers,
however, it has been observed in this work  that  even Theoretical Background: Several methods and length
high resolution RGB colour images from a commercial estimators have been proposed in the literature till date.
digital camera or even a flatbed scanner, requires a few To assess the applicability and reliability of the popular
seconds to complete the entire algorithm and display the methods, a straight line AB is projected on a square grid
final results. of grid unit (equivalent to pixel length) p . The pixels

Sophisticated commercial image analysis software like containing information of the straight line are represented
WinRHIZO  (Regent   Instruments,   Quebec,  Canada) by a set of eight-connected pixels [26]. Each pixel in its
and Delta-T SCAN (Delta-T Devices Ltd., UK) has been neighbourhood is classified as orthogonally connected or
developed to analyze main root parameters like length, diagonally connected with respect to its neighbouring
diameter, surface area etc. These are mostly generalized in pixels (Figure 1a). These connections are categorized [16]
nature and need to be operated interactively to suit a as either orthogonal connections (N ) or diagonal
specific purpose or a set of images. Some of it does not connections (N ).
allow user defined extensions or modifications of the The easiest approach would be to count up all the
source file. Open architecture software like the NIH-Image pixels (N ) that trace the line in a skeletonized binary
[14] and ImageJ allows inclusion of user and task specific image.  Then   simply   multiplying  the  pixel  count  with
routines as well [15, 16, 17]. Comparison of commercial p should provide the length of the line. This method
and open architecture software has also been reported yields a precise root length only when the root strands are
[18]. For our Azadirachta indica nursery experiment, aligned either vertically (along a single column) or
however, a relatively fast, accurate and yet simple method horizontally (along a single row) in the image. In all other
for measuring the total root length and root surface area cases, for instance, when randomly scattered roots are
was required. measured, errors  are  introduced  [27,  28],  i.e.  calculated
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Fig. 1:(a)Length calculation for a linear segment. (i) The segment AB represented on a mesh grid of square pixels. An
open circle stands for a diagonally connected pair and a closed circle stands for  a  orthogonally  connected
pair  of  pixels.  (ii)  Hypotenuse  of  the  right  angled  triangle  ABC  is represented by the line segment AB.
The orthogonal and diagonal connections are so arranged such that the side AC is represented by N and thedc

side BC is represented by the sum of N  and N . (b) Formulation of the correction factor for root lengthdc oc

measurement. r is the true root length; r  is the calculated root length and y is the angle of the root segmentt c

with the x-axis.

length (r ) is always  smaller  than  the  true  length (r ) L= 1.1N  × p (4)c t

and thus a correction factor is required to be introduced
[15, 28]. Assuming that the root segments, i.e. the single The method proposed by Freeman [29] takes into
pixel lines, are evenly aligned in all directions, increase of account the number of diagonal and orthogonal
y from 0 to /4 (covering first quadrant) corresponds to connections as:
the increase of y from 0 to r  sin ( /4), where y is the anglet

between the horizontal (x)  axis  and  a  root  segment (5)
(refer to Figure 1b). Area of the shaded part can then be
obtained as: One serious shortcoming of this equation as pointed

(1) to be over estimated as AB = AD + DB (Figure 1a). Hence

Then the  mean   of  r ,  calculated  root  length  for (6)c

the ones aligned from 0 to /4 can be obtained by
dividing   the   area  by  the  height  which  is  r  sin( /4) The Pythagorean right triangle approach fort

as follows: estimating the length could be absolutely error free but

segments made up of more than one straight line, which
(2) is generally the case, implementation of the Pythagorean

The reciprocal of the coefficient of r  is multiplied as et al. [16] with the use of virtual lines. This is given by:t

a correction factor to obtain the corrected root length (r )t
from the calculated length (r ). Based on this principle, the (7)c

length estimator proposed by Smit [15] is:

L= 1.2N  × p (3) Where, m is a constant (0 m 1). The value of m wastot d

Where, L is the actual length. Similar to this, Tanaka et al. results. N and N  are the number of orthogonal and
[28] proposed the length estimator as:

tot d

out by Kimura et al. [16] is that the length is mostly going

the first octant average [30] is introduced as a correction
to the bias of equation (5) and the equation becomes:

will work effectively for straight line segments. For root

estimator will be very cumbersome for each line segment.
Another length estimator has been proposed by Kimura

optimized  to   an  empirical  0.5  based  on  the simulation
oc dc

diagonal  connections   of   pixels  as  shown  in  Fig.  1a.
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It can be noted that all the above length estimators rely on
the rationale of the skeletonization procedure for binary
images. This morphological operation of image analysis
has its own criticalities (refer to the image analysis section
for details) and the success of this procedure has serious
implications on the actual estimated length. In view of
this, another length estimator was proposed by Vamerali
et al. [13] which makes use of the morphological operation
of perimeter determination in lieu of skeletonization. Such
an algorithm for root length estimation was proposed
earlier [31, 32]. Basis of this algorithm is that  the  length
L and width W of a rectangular shape can  be  related as
2(L + W) = P and LW = A  and any root like structure Fig. 2: Ratio of the estimated length to actual  length forroot root

can be represented as a combination of rectangular three  estimators  as  a  function  of  sample  size.
shapes in an image. Here P and A  are the perimeter  - Equation (4); - equation (7);  - equation (8).root root

and area of  the  shapes  concerned.  Thus  the estimator
is given by: It  can  be  seen  that  there  is  a  dip  at  10  lines  per

This  can  be  attributed  to  the  overlap  effect  which  is
(8) not  addressed  effectively  in  these   two    estimators.

This has the added advantage of screening off 25  times  for  the  images   beyond   10  lines  per  image.
extraneous objects from the root sample image using the As the number of lines again increased, another dip can
length-to-width ratio  [9]  and  thus  simplifying  the be observed at 250 lines/image. This is because that even
sample processing. at this increased image size, the overlaps again starts to

All  the  above  mentioned  length  estimators are dominate due to the corresponding  increment   in   the
based  on  the  assumption  of  random  orientation of number   of   lines. The estimator of equation (7), on the
root  samples  in  the  image.  This  assumption  may other hand, remains almost flat even at considerable
introduce  bias  depending  on  the  density  of root overlaps as the overlaps have already been taken into
samples [32] or large standard deviation for different account. Hence equation (7) seems to be the most robust
orientations  of  fewer  root samples [33], but should estimator albeit a constant offset ~0.04 has been
suffice  the  purpose  as  long  as  the  density  of root envisaged.
samples  is  fairly  large.  In  case  of  fewer  root  samples, The other aspect of this paper of leaf area
the  Pythagorean  estimator can be implemented to measurement is done in a straight forward way and the
minimize errors. With the increase in root density, the detail is discussed in the image analysis section.
overlaps increase proportionally. While determining the
orthogonal and diagonal connections, this is calculated as MATERIALS AND METHODS
described according Kimura et al. [16]. A comparative
study of the above length estimators is done to choose Plant Material: Seeds of A. indica are sown in Plastic
the best one for our case. trays filled with sterilized sand: soil mixture (1:2). Seeds

Comparative   Performance    of     Length   Estimators: plantation (DAP) and the seedlings are maintained there
A simulation program has been developed to generate for another 3 days. At 11 DAP the seedlings of uniform
sets of images of straight lines. Total length of these lines length (2.5 cm) are selected and transferred from
in a given image is known. Sets of images are simulated germination tray to root trainers of 150 cc capacity
for different number of straight lines of random orientation containing the same sand: soil mixture used for raising
and total lengths. These images are subjected to length seedlings. The seedlings are maintained there  for 40
estimation  with   estimators    represented   by   equations days. Such seedlings are inoculated with Arbuscular
(4), (7) and (8), respectively. Results are shown in Fig. 2. Mycorrhizal    Fungi    (AMF;  at  40  DAP;  treatment  T4)

image   for   the  estimators   of   equation   (4)   and  (8).

The   image  resolution   and  size  has   been   increased

get germinated in the germination tray within 8 days after
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or vermicompost (at 55 DAP; treatment T2) or both
(treatment T3) for observing the effect of such treatments
in this tree species (Banerjee K, Gadani M H, Zala R B,
Srivastava K K, Jasrai Y T and Jain N  K  2010  Response
of  Neem towards   various   AM   fungal    inoculation.
In Proceedings  of  the  UGC  Sponsored  National
Seminar “Current Trends in Microbiological Sciences”,
M.G. Science Institute,  Ahmedabad  pp.  48). Treatment
T1 represents control plants. At 55 DAP seedlings are
transferred from  root  trainers   to   polythene   bags   of
1.5 kg  and    maintained    under    ambient   condition
(14h photoperiod)  with   normal  watering  in  the  net
house for the study.  Root  system  from  the  plants is
sampled at an interval of 30 days  till  the  end  of  the
experiment (at 150 DAP).

All the leaves are collected from the experimental
seedlings of all the treatments for the leaf area
measurements. This has been done again at an interval of
30 days from the date of plantation till the end of the
experiment (at 150 DAP).

Image Acquisition and Analysis System: An image
acquisition setup has been developed in house for
acquiring the root images. Schematic of the setup is
shown in Figure 3. Tender roots of the plant samples are
often off white in color and  vary  in  diameter  from tens
of µm (secondary or tertiary roots) to ~1mm (tap root).
This  also   varies  with  the  age  of  the  plant  sample.
The root system along with the soil is collected carefully
from the root trainers/ polythene bags and suspended in
water to get rid of the soil. This also ensures minimum
damage or loss of delicate root fibers. The root system is
further cut into smaller pieces and distributed evenly over
a black surface on the base of the image acquisition setup.
Care has been taken to ensure minimum overlap among
root pieces. The root samples are not stained with
Coomassie Brilliant Blue as opposed to the conventional
technique [28] as the root samples will be required later for
further biochemical analysis. This has also proved to be
useful in the logistics as lesser number of plants has to be
sacrificed for the experiment. The images are acquired with
a digital camera (CANON Powershot A550) equipped with
a 7.1 megapixel CCD chip. The color images (RGB) are
taken at 1944 (rows) × 2592 (columns) resolution and
transferred to the computer in  JPEG  format.  Each image
is of the size of 1.2 Mb. Field of view  (FOV)  of  the
camera is calibrated with the image of a graph paper,
attached on the base of the acquisition  setup  and  thus
the spatial resolution of the images  at  the  object plane
is ascertained.

Fig. 3: Schematic of the image acquisition setup.

For total leaf area measurement,  all  the  leaves from
a single  plant  are  collected  and  scanned  with a
Hewlett-Packard scanner (hp scanjet 2300c) at 600 dpi.
Each image is of the size of 1 Mb. The scanner field
dimensions are measured precisely with vernier calipers
and thereby the spatial resolution of a pixel is determined.
The RGB images (7020 × 5100) are preferred to binary
images to take into account any change in color of the
leaves due to drying. A heat-map image (mean intensity
of RGB with 256 intensity levels) is formed from the RGB
image. Pixels with intensity less than a threshold value,
indicative of the leaves, are counted and multiplied by the
area of a single pixel to obtain the total leaf area.

Image Processing: Flow chart of the image analysis
protocol is shown in Figure 4. A major concern is
regarding the contrast of the image and its implication on
the image analysis. Also, it is often observed that uniform
lighting is quite difficult to achieve for the background.
Hence, the images  are  acquired  at  rather  general
lighting conditions and are mostly having a gradient in
the background intensity and contrast across the image.
The RGB images are represented by a 1944 × 2592 × 3
matrix of 0 to 255 grades in intensity (8 bit). These images
are first converted into grayscale images of 1944 × 2592
dimension. A gross threshold correction is done to make
the background intensity level uniform. This is done by
breaking up the image in smaller chunks and thereby
setting the intensity level of all the pixels which are less
than 10% of the maximum intensity of the chunk to zero.
Such an image fragmentation approach is necessary to
compensate for the intensity gradient of the background
across   the    image.   A   square   shaped   morphological
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Fig. 4: Flow chart for the image analysis program developed in MATLAB to calculate the root length and average
diameter. Three different estimators are kept as switches.

structuring element is  created  with  a  width   of 30 procedure. The second method is a more complex post
pixels. A  morphological  opening  of  the  grayscale processing procedure and is referred as skeleton pruning.
chunk is performed with the square structuring element. Several algorithms are developed for this purpose like
This operation is essentially erosion followed by dilation contour partitioning with discrete curve evolution (DCE)
of the image, using the same structuring element for both [34]. To maintain the brevity and simplicity of the
operations. Thereby the background is subtracted from program, the preprocessing procedures are optimized in
each chunk and a complete image is reconstructed from our case, but separate post processing modules for DCE
such chunks. Now the grayscale image is converted into implementation can be added easily.
a binary image with intensity levels of 0 or 1. After skeletonization all the root strands are

The binary image is subjected to a series of represented by vertical or horizontal (or a combination of
morphological operations for smoothing the edges of the both) connections of pixels. For equation (4) length of
roots such that the artifacts of image skeletonization can such a line of pixels can be estimated by multiplying the
be avoided later on. This operation may need to be number of pixels by p . For implementing equation (7),
optimized slightly and for once for a typical set of images. number of orthogonal and diagonal connections are
Total root length in the image can be estimated from a counted by analyzing the eight neighboring pixels for all
thinned root image. For that, the binary images are the skeleton pixels. Kernel multiplication is used for this
subjected to skletonization. It has been observed that the analysis. This is one of the sliding neighbor operations
skeletonization often introduces a huge lot of branches or which is used to implement linear filtering using a set of
sometimes distortions due to small protrusions along the integer weights [35]. The array of weights was.
length of the roots. There are two ways to minimize these
spurious branches. First, by preprocessing the binary
images prior to skeletonization with an optimized series of
morphological operations, the edges can be smoothed
and the branching can be avoided, as adopted in our

d
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5: Linear regressions for the actual and measured length of thread samples. (a) to (d) represent the manual line
intersect method, equation (4), equation (7) and equation (8) respectively. It can be seen that the estimator of
equation (7), shown in figure 5c, yields the highest correlation coefficient (0.9997) and the lowest norm of
residuals (112.5841) and these are the closest to the manual measurements (Figure 5a).

This operation transforms the value of the pixel in such cases. The programming platform used in this
according to the numbers of orthogonal and diagonal analysis is the MATLAB software with the image
neighbors. Number of pixels that had the same value is processing toolbox installed on an Intel core i5 based
binned by histogram function and the number of pixels laptop running with Windows 7. The student version of
corresponded to the number of orthogonal and diagonal MATLAB & SIMULINK R2010a comes with the image
connections are totaled to calculate the root length. processing toolbox and is available at a reasonably cheap

For implementing equation (8), perimeter of all the price. MATLAB being readily available for all platforms
objects in the binary image is determined and the total like PC, Macintosh or Linux, the codes developed for this
surface area  is  also  estimated.  Average  root diameter analysis are also not platform specific. Further details of
is calculated at this point using this surface area and the the length estimation protocol and copy of the scripts can
estimated root length. be obtained from the corresponding author via e-mail.

Finally, as per the results obtained from the simulated
images, it is evident, that we choose the procedure of RESULTS
Kimura et al. [16] for the total root length estimation for
our case. It can be noted, that when the images appear to Accuracy of Image Analysis: For further validation of
be of low contrast or some extraneous objects are both  root   length  and  leaf  area  estimation  methods,
inevitable in the FOV, we have the option of reverting to the image processing routines are subjected to the
the procedure of Vamerali et al. [13], which is more reliable estimation  of    length    and    area of    known  samples.
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For length estimation, known lengths of cotton thread
(200 µm diameter) are taken and cut into small pieces for
imaging. Another set of images are acquired for copper
wire (100 µm diameter). Analysis of these images is carried
out in the same manner as done for actual root length
measurement. These measurements resemble the actual
roots better as compared to the simulated line
measurements, both in colour and texture. Accuracy of
these measurements is also compared against the
measurements   done   manually   using   the  modified
line-intersect method [3]. Results of the thread
measurements are shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that
the estimator of equation (7), shown in Fig. 5c, yields the
highest correlation coefficient (0.9997) and the lowest
norm of residuals  (112.5841)  and  these  are  the closest
to the manual measurements (Fig. 5a) with a variation of
2-8%. Similar results are obtained for the wire
measurements as well. Hence, our choice for the estimator
suggested by Kimura et al.  [16] is further validated.

For validation of area estimation protocol, coloured
papers of known area are taken and cut into pieces of
varying shapes and sizes for scanning. Different colours
of these papers are chosen to study the implication of any
discoloration or drying of leaves on the image analysis
and subsequent area estimation. From Figure 6 it is
evident that the actual area of the coloured pieces of
paper could be estimated quite precisely with our image
analysis technique. This is true for varying colours of
papers as this will account for any change in colour of the
leaves. High  correlation   coefficient   (0.99997)  and   low
norm of  residuals  (27.18) are obtained. The high
resolution (600 dpi) of the scanned images ensured
accurate area estimation with all possible shapes that were
cut out from the paper pieces of known area. This is
essential for taking into account the finer details of the
leaflets in a complex leaf as in case of A. indica.

Fig. 6: Linear regression for the actual and measured area
for coloured paper samples of different area. High
correlation coefficient (0.99997) and low norm of
residuals (27.18) are obtained.

Table 1: Effect of different AMF/Vermicompost inoculums on total root
length and total leaf area of A. indica at 150 DAP

Treatment Total leaf area (cm ) Total root length (cm)2

T1 (control) 184.68±9.05 1492.78±75.64
T2 285.15±21.52 ab 2244.11±105.36 c
T3 307.53±28.96 a 2717.48±71.32 a
T4 281.38±11.67 abc 2470.23±86.18 b
Values without common letters differ significantly at P=0.05
Significance tested by Duncan’s Multiple Range Test

Total Root Length of A. Indica seedlings: A typical root
sample of A. indica seedling in its original form is shown
in Figure 7(a). The spread of the root with all its finer
segments are imaged in Fig. 7b. The gradient in intensity
is apparent from the pixel (1,1) to the pixel (1944,2592).
This image is subjected to the image analysis routine and
the actual length is obtained as the output. Different
stages of the image analysis are shown in Fig. 8. Root
length has been estimated for  the  seedlings  at an
interval of 30 days from the date of plantation (DAP).
Eight seedlings per treatment (i.e. two seedlings from each
of the four replications per treatment) have been
subjected to the root length estimation. Fig. 9 shows the
evolution of  the  root  morphology  in  terms  of  total
root length as a function of DAP for all the treatments.
Trend for all the treatments can be broken up in three
distinct phases. The first phase continues up to 60 DAP,
during which, the slope remains flat. Then the second
phase starts with a steep positive  slope  up  to  90  DAP.
In fact, this is the phase when the seedlings gained
maximum in root length irrespective of all the treatments.
After that, the third phase was initiated and it was
characterized by a rather slant slope as compared to the
previous phase. Difference in root length became
apparent among all the treatments starting from 90 DAP
and it was the particular age of the seedlings, when the
control plants started to lag behind all the other
treatments in total root length. At 90 DAP, treatment T4
was the predominant among all but it was shortly
surpassed by treatment T3, which, eventually turned out
to be the best at the termination of the experiment. Control
seedlings remained a distant fourth from 90 DAP all the
way up to 150 DAP. The data on total root length
obtained at 150 DAP was analysed statistically (Table 1)
by one – way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). Based on
the outcome of ANOVA on all data, post-hoc analysis
had been performed in the form of Duncan’s Multiple
Range test (DMRT) to separate the means. It showed that
combined treatment of AMF and vermicompost maximally
increased root length and it was significantly superior
over all other treatments. Such increase by T3 was
followed by T4 and T3. Thus it can be said that the
treatments containing AMF aided in increasing nutrient
absorption area by increasing root length.
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Fig. 7: (a) RGB image of a typical root sample taken with the CANON Powershot A550 camera and (b) the fragmented
roots are imaged against a black background.

Fig. 8: Various stages of the image analysis technique for estimating root length; (a) greyscale image with a gradient in
background intensity; (b) same image with uniform intensity background; (c) skeleton image; (d) zoomed view
of a portion of the skeleton image to show the one pixel thickness representing the strands  of  root  in  the
original image.

Total Leaf Area of A. Indica seedlings: Fig. 10 shows the treatments T2 and T3, but after 90 DAP, which is
original scanned image (a) and  the  heat-map  image  (b)
of all the leaves from a single plant. It has been observed
that the area of grey parts of the leaves  (as  shown in
Fig. 10) is calculated accurately. Fig. 10c shows the
variation of total leaf area as a function of the age of the
seedling for  all   the   treatments.    Total   leaf area
seemed to have increased with time till the age of 120 DAP
for the control plants and treatment T4. After that, a dip in
the total leaf area in these two treatments had been
observed at 150 DAP due to the partial  shedding of
leaves at the onset of winter. Interestingly, exactly similar
trend of decrease  had  also  been  observed  for  the

essentially the fall season. However, the increasing trend
in leaf area  was  again  reinstated  for  T2  and  T3 after
120 DAP. Apart from these reversals in trends, the
comparative increase in leaf area for all the treatments
against control was quite apparent at 90 DAP and 150
DAP. Measurement  at  150  DAP  (Table  1)  indicated
that leaf area in T3 plants was much greater than control
plants but it was comparable with that estimated in plants
of T2 and T4. Leaf area in all the AMF and vermicompost
treated plants (T2, T3, T4) varied significantly with the
control. Leaf area was measured to be lowest in the
control plants.
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Fig. 9: Mean total root length per plant of the seedlings as a function of DAP. Means of 8 samples are plotted
with±standard errors shown as blue error bars. It can be observed that the root length somewhat saturates after
90 DAP, may be due to the space constraint in the polybags.     T1;      T2;      T3;      T4;

(c)

Fig. 10: (a) scanned RGB image of all the leaves from a candidate plant and (b) heat-map image of the same; (c) Mean
total leaf area per plant of the seedlings as a function of DAP.±Standard errors are shown  as  blue  error bars.
   T1;     T2;     T3;     T4;
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Fig. 11: Derived parameters; a. leaf area ratio, b. specific leaf area, c. specific root length and d. ratio of total root length
to total leaf area of A. indica seedlings

Derived Parameters and Correlation Study: Several root length colonization percentage of AMF. High
derived parameters are analyzed to gain further insight at correlation (r=0.85) was observed between total
the plant-AMF interaction and the pros and cons of chlorophyll concentration and total leaf area of the
vermicompost treatment.  Following derived parameters seedlings.
are considered for the present study: The leaf area ratio,
LAR = leaf area (cm )/total plant dry weight (g). Specific DISCUSSION2

leaf area (SLA) is defined as the ratio of total leaf area to
the total dry biomass. Specific root length (SRL) is defined Easy methods to acquire high resolution RGB images
as the ratio of total root length to the total dry biomass. of roots and leaves are demonstrated using very common
Root length to leaf area (RLLA) ratio is defined as the electronic devices like digital camera and scanner.
amount of root length grown per unit total leaf area of the Comparative study of the three length estimators is
plants. carried out to choose the best suited method for our

Leaf area ratio (LAR) and specific leaf area (SLA) further application to A. indica seedlings. The estimator
showed  declining   trends   with   a   gradual  decrease proposed Kimura et al.  [16] performs best both in case of
(Fig 11a,b). In case of specific root length (SRL), however, simulated line images as well as cotton thread or copper
all the treatments showed similar response of gradual wire images. The level of accuracy achieved is sufficient
decrease along the DAP progress (Fig 11c). In case of for the present study with the nursery seedlings. Further,
root length to leaf area ratio (RLLA), a widely scattered the leaf area is also calculated to a high level of accuracy.
response was observed (Fig 11d). It can be noted that the image resolution opted for

High correlation was observed between the total root the root length analysis is fairly high. This helps us to
length and biochemical parameters like phosphorous sample even the smallest and the finest root segment
concentration in both roots (r=0.84) and leaves (r=0.77). quite distinctly. On the contrary this high resolution may
Total root length is also highly correlated (r=0.84) with inflict    artefacts    in    the   image   processing   while  the
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skeletonization is performed. To alleviate this problem the 6. Richards, D., F.H.  Goubran,  W.N.  Garwoli  and
morphological pre-processing operations are performed
before the skeletonization and this can be afforded well at
this high resolution. Costa et al. [36] suggested that
staining of roots resulted in enhanced image contrast and
hence better estimation of root lengths especially for
species with large proportion of fine roots. In our case the
fine roots make a considerable portion  of  the root
system, yet, the technique described here can yield
reasonably precise results without staining. This provides
the flexibility of using the roots again for further
biochemical analysis.

A lot of image processing procedures are involved in
the length estimation protocol, yet the time elapsed in
each calculation is less than 8 seconds. This makes the
image analysis extremely fast and suitable for analyzing a
large set of images. The image analysis routines are
written  in  MATLAB  with  the  image  processing
toolbox and are platform independent. They also allow
user specific extensions and modifications at  any  stage
of operation.
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